Research Contribution and Achievement

Conference Series LLC encourages and recognizes research excellence and leadership by recognizing the outstanding researchers, exceptional graduates or early academicians who have distinctive enthrallment towards the conference themes. The awards help to raise the profile of talented individuals and the organizations, interacting with colleagues from other parts of the world and creating networks and long-term relations.

Call for Nominations

Expert Level
The award will be presented to the expert researchers who have done exceptional work in the field of Dental Materials. The award is considered the most distinguished award in the whole conference and it is termed as Scientific Service Achievement Award. The researchers should have a minimum of 20 years of research experience in the respective field. The award is presented for scientific achievement and leadership to foster and recognize research excellence, leadership and outstanding technical achievement in Dental Materials. You can nominate anyone you feel deserving to the award.

Professional Level
The award will be presented to professional researchers in the field of Dental Materials with most relevant accomplishments. The award is termed as The Research Contribution Award. The researchers should have a minimum of 10 years of experience in academic or professional research. The researcher, who is consistent, has broad view towards research and has a meaningful direction towards the advancements of research. Part-time research experience would be counted as a pro rata. Doctorate degree is not a must have for this award nominees. They should be hard working, diligent, focused and devoted to the specific field of interest. You can nominate anyone you feel deserving to the award.

Scholar Level
The award will be presented to upcoming researchers and scientists in the field of Dental Materials with a minimum of 10 years of experience. This award is presented to strengthen and enhance the highest level of disciplinary and interdisciplinary research related to the area of Dental Materials. The award is termed as The Upcoming Researcher Award. The researchers with a new and transforming lookup towards research are encouraged. The researchers should bring new technologies and innovations to their work according to the new trends in their field. You can nominate anyone you feel deserving to the award.
Women Scientist
This award highlights major contributions done by female scientists related to the field of Dental Materials. The award will be presented to Women Scientists and researchers in the field of Dental Materials with a minimum of 10 years of experience in relevant field. The award is termed as The Women of Science Award. We are happy to encourage our women scientist’s participants through research awards and provide assistance for women scholars in career development and research guidance through our collaborations. We are delighted to encourage Women scientists and researchers by providing a platform where they can present their work and passion towards their research. You can nominate any women you feel deserving to the award.

Outstanding Speaker
We aim to foster theoretical endeavors and innovative problem solving methods in the field of Dental Materials. In this category of award, we wish to acknowledge the speakers with great presentation skills, influential research work and long term excellence in the field of Dental Materials. The award is termed as Outstanding Speaker. You can nominate deserving to the award.

Best Keynote Speaker
This Award recognizes excellence in research as displayed in different ways that may impact Human wellbeing. The award will be presented to the best keynote speaker with a distinguished research work, projects and strategies that will give a new trend in the field of Dental Materials. The right keynote speaker adds an extraordinary feel to the conference. This award perceives advancement in instructing methodologies and strategies just as in conveying keynote presentation in conference and centers on the uniqueness and creativity that expands member’s interests. You can nominate deserving to the award.

Best Poster Presentation
The poster presentation with a background provides appropriate perspective/context for the subject. The research design should be appropriate and transparent. The award is designed to promote interest and acceptance of the poster in Dental Materials research, to increase the quality of poster presentations, and to acknowledge excellence in this valuable medium. Student Poster Competition is organized at Conference, to encourage students and recent graduates to present their original research. You can nominate deserving to the award.

Outstanding Masters/Ph.D./Post Doctorate thesis work Presentation
This award makes the researcher visible to the research community thereby uplifting the standards of brilliance and attainment. This award is recognition for Masters/PhD/Post Doctorate thesis presentation who will present their projects and thesis that have been implemented to improve long-term excellence in the field of Dental Materials. You can nominate deserving to the award.